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YATA CONFERENCE 2019
MISSION

YATA promotes young adult residential transitional schools, programs, and professionals that support
issues and practices of common interests and enhance the quality of care for young adults and their families.

VISION

YATA provides a forum for collaboration on issues of mutual concern, including young adult issues, operational issues,
education, advocacy, and other aspects related to providing young adult transitional services.
ROOTED IN HISTORY
The Young Adult Transition Association or YATA was formed in 2011 as a result of a group of nine industry friends and colleagues choosing to meet in
Denver, Colorado and share best practices for working with a relatively new and somewhat unknown, burgeoning population: young adults in transition. It
was a relief to share and collaborate and to experience camaraderie and support. The original intent was not to create an organization, but rather to simply
come together several times a year to support one another in the work that was happening in our own companies and programs. YATA was created as a
vehicle for the founders to be collaborative, accessible and compassionate to one another.
All of the original founding programs were in essence “competitors” with each being in business for a minimum of 10 years. The conversations that
ensued during these meetings were anything but competitive. Everyone took off the day job hats and got real. It was clear that we had far more to
gain from one another in sharing openly than we had to lose by being protectionist or suspicious of one another. The group continued to meet at most
national conferences and traveled to visit one another’s programs. Through time it became clear that there was a great deal of interest in membership and
collaborative sharing amongst a greater range of programs.
BUILDING A LEGACY
It wasn’t long before YATA began to take on a life of its own, with many other professionals in the young adult transition field wanting to be part of a larger
group, sharing practices, issues, concerns, successes and challenges. In the fall of 2013, YATA began to strategize how to include others yearning for the
same collective and collaborative association. From those early meetings and connections, the inaugural YATA Conference came to fruition in September
2014 in Boulder, Colorado. The overwhelming response from attendees was a desire for more, to be further involved in the movement to make a difference
in the young adult transitional industry through high ethical standards, qualitative research and pertinent information about issues surrounding the young
adult population.
Today, YATA is a young organization with a desire to grow and share its breadth of experience and knowledge with the rest of the young adult transitional
world. Nothing like it exists in the young adult industry. This collective experience and knowledge positions YATA to being at the forefront of designing a
leading governing organization for young adult transitional programs and schools.
The goal of the YATA conference is congruent with our mission: to support issues and practices of common interest and enhance the quality of care of the
young adults and their families. The conference is a smaller forum to address issues directly related to young adults and their families. Transparency and
collaboration remain a core value and part of the legacy we hope to build.
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AT-A-GLANCE SCHEDULE
YATA 2019 CONFERENCE
“WORKING TOGETHER“

Inform-Educate-Inspire-Advocate

ANNUAL CORPORATE SPONSORS

DRAGONFLY TRANSITIONS • BENCHMARK TRANSITIONS • AIM HOUSE
Wednesday, October 23rd – The Coeur d’Alene Resort Conference Center
4:00 pm – 8:00 pm

Exhibits Open (See list in program)

4:00 pm – 8:00 pm

Registration/Hospitality Desk Open
Platinum Co-Sponsors: Cascade Crest Transitions and Elements Traverse

6:00 pm – 7:30 pm

Conference Ctr Lobby

Welcome Reception (All attendees)

Platinum Co-Sponsors: Cascade Crest Transitions and Elements Traverse

Thursday, October 24th – The Coeur d’Alene Resort Conference Center
8:00 am – 1:30 pm

Registration/Hospitality Desk Open
Platinum Co-Sponsors: Cascade Crest Transitions and Elements Traverse

8:00 am – 4:30 pm

Exhibits Open (See list in program)

8:00 am – 8:30 am

Breakfast for all Attendees

8:30 am – 9:30 am
9:30 am – 9:45 am

Casco Bay/Kidd Island
Location
Conference Ctr
Registration Desk

Bay 1 & 2

Conference Welcome & Opening Remarks
ANDREW TAYLOR, MBA, Co-Founder and Executive Director – Pure Life Aspiro

Bay 1 & 2

Morning Break Time – on your own

Breakout 1:
After 18, Neurodiverse Students Need a High School Redo
Lecture: Clinical/Educational/Environment of Care
Jason Grygla, LCMHC, MA, CAGS; Exec. Dir. – TechieForLife
Cambron “Cam” Sherman; Program Director – TechieForLife

4 Breakout Sessions

Conference Ctr
Registration Desk

Conference Ctr
Lobby

Thursday Morning Breakout Sessions I

9:45 am – 11:15 am

Location

Breakout 2:
Mental Health & the College Experience:
Preparing young people for a successful transition to higher education
Lecture: Clinical/Educational
Sarah Harte, LICSW; Director – The Dorm DC

Location

Bay 1A & 1B

Bay 2

Breakout 3:
Honoring the Body’s Wisdom: Understanding the somatic and physiological
underpinnings of young adult anxiety, depression, trauma, and other stress disorders
Lecture: Clinical/Industry and Program Leadership/Educational
Jenna Pacelli, AMFT; Primary Therapist – Evoke Therapy Programs

The Shore Room

Breakout 4:
Netflix & Chill:
An exploration of the modern relationship and implications to treatment
Lecture/Experiential: Clinical/Educational
Chelsea Garrison, MSW, CSWA; Clinical Coordinator/Therapist – Dragonfly Transitions
Rebecca DeLeon, MS, LMFT; Intensive Program Coordinator – Optimum Performance Institute

Kidd Island Bay
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AT-A-GLANCE SCHEDULE
Conference Ctr
West Lobby

11:15 am – 11:30 am

Morning Break – Coffee and Tea

11:30 am – 1:00 pm

Keynote Speaker: JEFFREY ARNETT, PhD

Best selling Author, Research Professor – Clark University

EMERGING ADULTHOOD: Understanding the New Life Stage, Ages 18-29

Bay 1 & 2

Gold Sponsor: Onward Transitions

Bay 1 & 2

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm

Book Signing – Keynote Jeffrey Arnett

1:15 pm – 2:15 pm

Lunch for all Attendees
Silver Sponsor: Red Mountain Sedona

Bay 4

Thursday Afternoon Breakout Sessions II

Location

Breakout 1:
The (Potentially Dangerous) Myth of Independence:
Skills for a corrective relational experience with emerging adults and their families
Lecture: Clinical/Research
John Souza, Jr., LMFT, DMFT; Family Program Therapist – Pacific Quest
Mike Sullivan, LMHC, MA; Alumni & Family Services Director – Pacific Quest

2:30 pm – 4:00 pm
4 Breakout Sessions

Breakout 2:
Hidden in Plain Sight: Women’s Camouflage of Autism
Lecture: Educational/Environment of Care
Jillian Allen; Dir. Staff Development – Brightstone Transitions
Breakout 3:
Why Mattering Matters
Lecture/Experiential/Group Discussion: Clinical
Danny Recio, PhD; Program Director/Co-Founder – The Bridge ~ Costa Rica
Daniel Acuna; Therapist – The Bridge ~ Costa Rica
Breakout 4:
Are We Keeping Up?
A research-based measuring stick for evaluating program relevance
Lecture: Clinical/Research/Environment of Care
Clark Hammond, PhD, LMFT; Executive/Clinical Director - STRiV

4:00 pm – 4:30 pm

Afternoon Break – on your own

4:30 pm – 6:00 pm

Fireside Chat & Reception

Partner Sponsor: Dragonfly Transitions
An informal chat for professionals – join us for a beverage and gather to continue the discussion

6:00 pm

The Shore Room

Kidd Island Bay

Bay 2

Bay 1A & 1B

Whispers Lounge
Main Lobby

Free evening - hosted receptions, open houses, dinners

Friday, October 25th – The Coeur d’Alene Resort Conference Center

Location
Conference Ctr
Lobby

8:30 am – 12:30 pm

Exhibits Open

8:30 am – 9:00 am

Breakfast for all Attendees

Bay 4

This program is Approved by the National Association of Social Workers
(Approval # 886786666-5892) for 7.5 continuing education contact hours.
Sponsored by: Dragonfly Transitions
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AT-A-GLANCE SCHEDULE
Friday Breakout Sessions III

Location

Breakout 1:
Guiding Young Adults and Supporting Parents in the Process of Healthy Individuation: Perspectives from an individual and parent therapist in the field
Lecture/Group Discussion: Clinical
Edward “Bogie” Foden, MSW; Course Leader/Therapist – True North Wilderness Program
Peter Girz, LICSW/CADC; Parent Program Therapist – True North Wilderness Program
9:00 am – 10:30 am
3 Breakout Sessions

Breakout 2:
Mindful Transition: Acknowledging and addressing the unique challenges of 18-year
olds in young adult treatment programs
Lecture/Group Discussion: Clinical/Environment of Care
Josh White, MA, LCMCH, CGP, WPA; Founder/Exec. Director – Red Mountain Sedona
Breakout 3:
A Loaded Question: What is addiction?
Lecture: Clinical/Educational/Environment of Care
Hanna Mariotti, MA, LCMHC; Co-Owner/Educational Consultant & Coach – Beacon Coaching &
Consulting, NH
Alex Zemeckis, MA; Owner/Founder – The Grounds

10:30 am – 11:00 am

Casco Bay/Kidd Island

Location

Breakout 1:
Adolescent Substance Use in Today’s Society:
Implications for leadership, practice, and care
Lecture/Experiential: Research/Educational
Danielle Treiber, PhD; Head of Science Department – Spring Ridge Academy

3 Breakout Sessions

Bay 1A & 1B

Conference Ctr
Lobby

Morning Break – Coffee and Tea
Friday Breakout Sessions IV

11:00 am – 12:30 pm

Bay 2

Breakout 2:
Climate Anxiety/Grief in Emerging Adults
Lecture/Experiential/Group Discussion: Research/Educational
Tomas Amodio, MBA; Executive Director – College Excel
Nathaniel Millard, PhD; Assessment Coordinator – First-Year Experience Program, California
State University Chico
Breakout 3:
Improving College Readiness:
The need to move beyond GPA, SAT’s, and the boring college application essay
Lecture/Experiential/Group Discussion: Clinical/Research/Educational
Joanna Lilley, MA, NCC; Therapeutic Consultant
Chris Blankenship, LCSW; Clinical Therapist – Open Sky Wilderness Therapy

12:30 pm – 1:00 pm

Afternoon Break – on your own

1:00 pm – 1:30 pm

Board Cruise Boat
The Coeur d’Alene Resort – East Side @ Boardwalk Marina
(Leaves promptly at 1:30 pm!)

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Lake Coeur d’Alene Cruise and Roundtable Wrap-up for all Attendees
(Appetizers and Beverages)
Gold Co-Sponsors: New Vision Wilderness,
Fulshear East / Fulshear East & Brain Reintegration Center

3:30 pm

Return to Hotel Dock, Conference Ends
Open evening to explore Coeur d’Alene and enjoy old and new friends!

Thank you for joining us for our
6th Annual Conference!!!
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Bay 1A & 1B

Bay 2

Casco Bay/Kidd Island

East Side of Hotel
Cruise Boat
Mish-an-Nock

YATA CONFERENCE 2019

Guiding Young Adults on
Their Journey to Health, Strength,
and Independence
Our Fulshear programs specialize in helping young adults and their
families via our proprietary Fulshear Adult Attachment Model with an
emphasis on the art of transition.
Fulshear South:
• Located near Houston, TX
• All female, ages 18-24

Fulshear East:
• Located in Winchester, VA
• Gender inclusive, ages 18-24

For information on how to help a young adult struggling with depression,
anxiety, suicidal ideation, risk-taking behavior, trauma and other
mental health concerns, call:

SOUTH

Helaine Sandler
Admissions Director
818-917-4861
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— WELCOME—
WELCOME & CONFERENCE OPENING REMARKS - Bay 1 & 2
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24th: 8:30 am – 9:30 am

Andrew Taylor, MBA, Co-Founder and Executive Director – Pure Life Aspiro

What Brought You Here?
Synopsis:

What brought you here? We all bring unique talents, strengths, and gifts to the people we work with but more importantly, we all have a story to share.
Andrew’s 20’s were a mess and he will be sharing a small piece of his ‘young adult’ experience in order to show how all that went wrong eventually led him
to everything that went right. Each of us has something unique to offer each other through YATA and what better way to share than with our stories.

Bio:

A native of Utah, Andrew Taylor grew up in the outdoors and spent his college summers as a river guide on the Upper Colorado River. After graduating
from the University of Utah with a degree in Organizational Communication, Andrew went to Costa Rica in search of whitewater. During his time in Costa
Rica, he fell in love with the Costa Rican people and the wide range of adventure activities the country has to offer. Andrew has been running adventure
trips in Costa Rica since 2004. He has rafted and kayaked rivers all over the world, including Costa Rica, New Zealand, and Venezuela. He is trained in
Swiftwater Rescue and has also spent time as a White-Water Rescue Technician Instructor.
In 2010, Andrew received a Master of Business Administration from Westminster College in Salt Lake City and pursued a Substance Use Disorder
Counseling Certificate through the University of Utah in 2012. He has enjoyed and been inspired by his work with individuals suffering from drug and
alcohol addictions at Cirque Lodge, which is one of the top substance abuse programs in the nation.
Andrew speaks fluent Spanish and is a certified Wilderness First Responder. He has a passion for adventure, the outdoors, and helping young adults. He
currently runs a podcast called In the Trenches where he interviews other industry professionals about young adults and how we can best support them.
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—BREAKOUT SESSIONS—
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24th 									

SESSION I

9:45 am – 11:15 am

Breakout #1: Bay 1A & 1B
After 18, Neurodiverse Students Need a High School Redo
Co-Presenter: Jason Grygla, LCMHC, MA, CAGS; Executive Director/Founder – TechieForLife
Co-Presenter: Cambron Sherman; Program Director – TechieForLife
Synopsis:

“Nothing matters if I can’t get a girlfriend,” HF ASD Young Adult
Erik Erikson, with regard to his stages of psychosocial development, explained that when one life stage falters, the proceeding ones are all affected negatively. Experiencing the things typical teens have experienced isn’t just a nice thought; for young, neurodiverse adults who have missed out, it is everything.
Young adults with different brains often take longer to arrive at life’s milestones than their peers, but they are no less excited about their first job or getting
their driver’s licenses. Missing those milestones is hard on developing atypical adults, and reaching them is key to sustainable independence. It’s not magic
or earth shattering clinically, and yet every young adult we work with stagnates until we go back, pick up the pieces, and fill in the loss of their teen years.
We will discuss how to have healthy “firsts:” romance, jobs, fun, friend groups, leadership, identity, ownership, etc. and why these experiences are so critical
to effective, sustainable adulting. We will show that gaining evidence that they are enough through these experiences makes them able to move forward.

Learning Objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.

Gather awareness of how neurodiverse development occurs.
Learn what secondary issues arise for neurodiverse young adults due to primary diagnosis.
Discuss how to prepare an environment to provide fill in lost life experiences.
Hear ideas for adding avocation for critical growth.

Bios:

Jason Grygla opened TechieForLife in 2016 to fill a gap in services after the high school services cliff for neurodiverse young adults. His son was their first
student. He loves rocks, Lake Powell, and all things people. He put himself through college as a Balloon Twister and Clown, which wasn’t creepy until he
turned around 26.
Cambron “Cam” Sherman is a husband, father, rock climber, and avid outdoorsman. He loves mentoring and has worked at Maple Lake, Red Rock, Head
of Tutoring at DSU and now is the Program Director for TFL. He begins his masters course work this month in clinical counseling. He is way too good looking,
loves people and has a natural instinct for motivating and enticing others to grow.
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—BREAKOUT SESSIONS—
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24th 									

SESSION I

9:45 am – 11:15 am

Breakout #2: Bay 2
Mental Health & the College Experience:

Preparing young people for a successful transition to higher education
Presenter: Sarah Harte, LICSW; Director – The Dorm DC
Synopsis:

While talking with young people about their college experience, you’re likely to spend lots of time hearing about being stressed, tired, and overwhelmed.
That is normal—college is hard and there is an inherent vulnerability in learning that makes many people feel uncomfortable. Additionally, this normal
stress can be exacerbated by mental health struggles. About 30% of undergraduate students live with some kind of mental health problem, complicating
the transition, and most mental health issues begin at the same time of life as college, with 75% of mental health problems developing by the age of 24. In
this workshop, we will explore the impact of the commonly discussed “mental health crisis” on college campuses and how that national dialogue may lead
to improved on-campus supports, while also exacerbating the mental health stigma students experience in higher education. In addition, participants will
learn the skills and good habits any student needs to successfully navigate the collegiate transition.

Learning Objectives:
1.
		
2.
		
3.

Participants will become familiar with the existing supports (and limitations) on college campuses, with the awareness that some are well-suited 		
to support students in recovery and managing mental health conditions.
Participants will learn how to manage common fears students have when entering college with mental health problems, including tools to 		
destigmatize the experience of living with a mental health problem in the context of the “mental health crisis on college campuses”.
Participants learn the skills and good habits any student needs for a successful adjustment to the collegiate environment.

Bio:

Sarah Harte is the Director of The Dorm DC. She earned her Bachelor of Science in Psychology from Northern Arizona University and her Master of Social
Work from New York University, with a specialty certification in Clinical Supervision. Sarah has close to two decades working with young adults in the field
of social work and collegiate mental health. Prior to joining The Dorm, Sarah was the Assistant Director for Outreach at The George Washington University’s
Counseling & Psychological Services where her hybrid role was centered around expert clinical care and the development and implementation of campus-wide outreach, as well as serving on the leadership team of the Center. Sarah is currently an Adjunct Lecturer at Columbia University’s School of Social
Work and has previously worked with University of Maryland, Barnard College and Semester at Sea. With a focus in holistic care, Sarah strongly believes
in the opportunity to successfully integrate academic ambitions with therapeutic goals. She strives to protect each client’s investment in higher education
by fostering the development of key skills and creating a supportive network of clinical care. Sarah has extensive experience working with problematic
substance use and co-occurring disorders, as well as training in Motivational Interviewing, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, and the use of mindfulness meditation in therapeutic settings.
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—BREAKOUT SESSIONS—
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24th 								

SESSION I
9:45 am – 11:15 am

Breakout #3: The Shore Room
Honoring the Body’s Wisdom: Understanding the somatic and physiological underpinnings of young adult
anxiety, depression, trauma, and other stress disorders

Presenter: Jenna Pacelli, AMFT; Primary Therapist – Evoke Therapy Programs
Synopsis:

Depression, anxiety, trauma and compassion fatigue are real issues that come with the intensity of working with young adults in crisis. The body stores
stress and trauma below the level of cognition, in the nervous system, so it can feel difficult to treat and manage, both in our clients and in ourselves.
Through somatic practices, mindful movement, clinically-informed aromatherapy and grounding meditations, we can start to inhabit our bodies in a different way. The more we know and connect with our bodies in this new way, the more capacity we have for ourselves and our clients, free of burnout, stress
and the physiological impacts of trauma and everyday stressors. From this more healed and integrated state, we have increased resilience in our systems to
hold space for the healing of others.
This workshop is for clinicians, program directors, direct care staff and consultants whose clients (or they themselves) have been experiencing or have
experienced any of the following:
tension in any areas of the body, digestive problems or recurring illnesses, anxiety or a sense of being overwhelmed by life, panic attacks, difficulties relaxing or getting or staying active, mild to strong irritability, difficulty connecting with others, moments or situations where you involuntarily “freeze”, difficulty
sensing subtle sensation in your body, desire to self-medicate with food/alcohol, drugs, or other behaviors to feel better, low tone of voice, inability to
speak up, and difficulty setting limits and saying no.

Learning Objectives:
1.
		
2.
		
		
3.
4.
		

Explore somatic principles of movement, mindfulness, dyad, and personal work as we move deeper into our internal world, fostering deeper
understanding of ourselves, and our young adult clients who are often distinctly disconnected from their bodies and internal compass.
Learn and practice tangible tools to soothe our nervous system, mind, and emotions in the face of vicarious trauma and stress for greater
resilience, spaciousness and presence. Being able to do so directly impacts the sustainability of our careers and lives as healers and facilitators
and also better equips us to support young adults through the same process.
Deepen understanding of how stress and trauma show up in our clients and in ourselves.
Expand the definition of trauma and therefore our lens and ability to treat the root causes of mental illness in today’s young adults even with the
unique challenges they face.

Bio:

Jenna Pacelli is a primary wilderness therapist for Evoke Therapy Programs in Southern Utah. She has been teaching and practicing yoga and mindfulness for over a decade. She is a board-certified holistic health coach, Somatic Experiencing Practitioner in Training, and essential oil educator. She
incorporates neurobiological, holistic, somatic, transpersonal, and relational approaches into her work: no part of her clients’ lives go unturned and the
entire person is honored and seen as important. She works with people of all genders, races, orientations, and nationalities and helps them understand
themselves in the context of privilege, intersectionality, society, issues of oppression, marginalization, their family systems, and intergenerational trauma.
She works from the perspective that the client carries deep wisdom within themselves and that they just need to learn how to access it. In her spare time,
she enjoys spending time skiing, taking barre3 classes, cooking vegan food, and training her Great Pyrenees pup, Lennon, to be a therapy dog.
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—BREAKOUT SESSIONS—
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24th 									

SESSION I

9:45 am – 11:15 am

Breakout #4: Kidd Island Bay
Netflix & Chill: An exploration of the modern relationship and implications to treatment
Co-Presenter: Chelsea Garrison, MSW, CSWA; Clinical Coordinator/Therapist – Dragonfly Transitions
Co-Presenter: Rebecca DeLeon, MS, LMFT; Intensive Program Coordinator – Optimum Performance Institute
Synopsis:

The days of courtship are dwindling. From ‘hanging out,’ explorations of polyamory, open-relationships, and monogamy; Gen Z is shifting the relationship
paradigm. Technology, media, and culture are impacting intimacy and identity development. This presentation is aimed to support providers in developing
understanding and competency in how to support clients’ healthy and responsible sexual exploration in a shifting landscape. During this session, we will
review how to integrate exploration of consent, boundaries, kink, sexual trauma, porn, gender development, online relationships, hook-up culture, and
inclusive sexual education into transitional treatment through a holistic and person-centered approach. Participants will be able to: 1) Describe 5 aspects
that impact sexual and identity development in the 21st Century; 2) Understand neurobiological implications; 3) Acquire strategies to improve holistic
treatment practices.  

Learning Objectives:
1.
		
2.
		
3.
		
		

Summarize how evolving trends with technology impact
relationships with the 18+ year old.
Examine the challenges that young adult transition programs 		
face when engaging with this topic.
Collaborate with the presenters and each other to identify 		
treatment methods and program protocols for supporting
18+ year-olds in identity exploration.

WE ARE ON A MISSION

Bios:

Dragonfly Transitions is a young adult program in
Southern Oregon with three distinct locations. Dragonfly
supports students challenged with depression and anxiety
into a healthy, sustainable, and independent life.

Chelsea Garrison, MSW, CSWA is Clinical Coordinator and Therapist at
Dragonfly Transitions’ Homestead Campus. Chelsea utilizes a relational-based approach to support client’s development of self-awareness and
personal responsibility. She enjoys providing people with tools that will
help them heal themselves and often promotes engagement in constructive risks. With expanded awareness, comes authentic expression and new
understanding of blind-sports, patterns of behavior, and trauma.  

Dragonfly is committed to providing a community of
connection and care in which young adults achieve balance
and consistency in the areas of education, employment,
fitness, nutrition, recreation, healthy relationships, emotional
well-being, and other independent living skills.

Rebecca DeLeon, MA, LMFT has worked at OPI for 12 years in both the
residential and clinical capacity and assisted in the development of the
Intensive Program. She holds a Master’s degree in Clinical Psychology with
an emphasis in Marriage and Family Therapy from Pepperdine University
Graduate School of Education and Psychology. She has been intensively
trained in Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) including Behavioral Tech’s
Dialectical Behavior Therapy 10-Day Intensive Training Course© as well as
several other DBT trainings such as, using DBT on the Front Lines.

Isn’t it time for a CHA N G E ?
Contact us to simply talk with a professional and explore options.
dragonflytransitions.com
phone: 541.850.0841
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—KEYNOTE SPEAKER—
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24th 								

11:30 am – 1:00 pm

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Bay 1 & 2
JEFFREY JENSEN ARNETT, PhD
Best-selling Author, Research Professor - Clark University
Emerging Adulthood: Risks and Opportunities of a New Life Stage, Ages 18-29
It’s the new reality for parents of kids in their twenties, and everybody is talking about it: Will our child ever leave home, find love, start a career, settle
down, act like a grown-up? Dr. Jeffrey Jensen Arnett, who coined the term “emerging adulthood,” is the world’s leading authority on this newly defined developmental stage, from age 18 to 29. His book, “Getting to 30: A parent’s Guide to the Twentysomething Years”, cowritten with writer and parent Elizabeth
Fishel, is the parenting guide that says it’s all going to be OK, and demonstrates why the time spent in emerging adulthood—which may look like flailing to
parents—actually helps kids become happier, healthier grown-ups. Arnett is a popular and frequent speaker nationwide at organizations devoted to family
relations and therapy, parenting, social work, and college counseling and admissions.
Dr. Arnett is a research professor in the psychology department at Clark University and the author of Emerging Adulthood, the book that brought attention
to this new stage of life. Despite derogatory portrayals of slacker 20-somethings in recent films and TV shows, he says, “It’s a mystery to me that they are
seen as . . . lazy and selfish, that they don’t want to grow, when the fact is that they are more likely to be working and going to school at the same time
than their parents were at the same age.” In findings of a poll he conducted with emerging adults, he found that they gradually transition away from their
parents during this age span, with the majority reporting close relationships with their parents, and they are surprisingly optimistic about their adult lives.

Bio:

Jeffrey Jensen Arnett received his Ph.D. from the University of Virginia, and did three years of postdoctoral work at the University of Chicago. From
1992-1998 he was Associate Professor in the Department of Human Development and Family Studies at the University of Missouri. He has been a Visiting
Scholar at Stanford University and the University of Maryland. Dr. Arnett’s primary scholarly interest is in “emerging adulthood,” the age period from the
late teens to the mid-twenties (mainly ages 18-25). For over a decade he has conducted research on emerging adults concerning a wide variety of topics,
involving several different ethnic groups in the United States. He also studied emerging adults in Denmark as a Fulbright Scholar in 2005. Other areas of
his research are media uses in adolescence, especially music and advertising, and risk behavior in adolescence and emerging adulthood, especially cigarette smoking. In the course of his work on cigarette smoking, he has served as an expert witness against the tobacco companies in numerous court cases,
including the multi-state case that led to the largest civil settlement in legal history in 1998. Dr. Arnett is the author of a book on adolescents in the heavy
metal subculture, Metalheads: Heavy Metal Music and Adolescent Alienation (1996, Westview Press). He is also the author of the textbook Adolescence
and Emerging Adulthood: A Cultural Approach (Prentice Hall). His book Emerging Adulthood: The Winding Road from the Late Teens Through the Twenties,
was published in 2004 by Oxford University Press. He has also edited a book on emerging adulthood (with Jennifer Tanner), Emerging Adults in America:
Coming of Age in the 21st Century (2006, APA Books).

Book signing: Bay 1 & 2:
Jeffrey will be available for book signings
after his Keynote speech.
GETTING TO THIRTY:
A Parent’s Guide to the 20-Something Years

Available at Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Books-A-Million & Indiebound.
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—BREAKOUT SESSIONS—
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24th 							
					

SESSION II

2:30 pm – 4:00 pm

Breakout #1: The Shore Room
The (Potentially Dangerous) Myth of Independence:

Skills for a corrective relational experience with emerging adults and their families
Co-Presenter: John Souza, Jr., LMFT, DMFT; Family Program Therapist – Pacific Quest
Co-Presenter: Mike Sullivan, LMHC, MA; Alumni & Family Services Director – Pacific Quest
Synopsis:

We exist not because of “independence”, but rather because we are “in dependence” with an other (i.e., a relationship). For emerging adults (particularly in
the United States), this is problematic. The USA was founded on a Declaration of Independence-- an ideal deeply embedded in the psyche of Americans, yet
impossible to achieve. When the ideology of “independence” conflicts with the reality of being “in dependence”, more than any other age group, emerging
adults (and their caregivers) experience existential stress that can lead to higher rates of depression, substance abuse, and psychiatric issues.
To help with this conflict, presenters will offer an original model of family work with emerging adults called the Corrective Relational Experience (CRE).
This model may be used in virtually any setting to enhance a given system’s relational functioning and ability to intentionally be “in dependence”.
Attendees will learn what skills to employ (and in what order) to create the likelihood families will have their own CRE. Additionally, research methods
will be discussed, with data suggesting improvements in family functioning are being achieved, maintained, and generalized.

Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dispel common myths about family therapy with emerging adults.
Summarize the “Corrective Relational Experience” model as outlined by the presenters.
Describe the three domains of the Global Assessment of Relational Functioning (GARF).
Practice (at least) two strategies for improving and measuring a corrective relational experience with emerging adults and their families.

Bios:

Dr. John Souza, Jr. is a Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist (LMFT) in Hawaii and Minnesota. He is a Clinical Fellow, Approved Supervisor, and Leadership Certificate recipient of the American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy. Since 2007 Dr. John has been practicing, teaching, and supervising
systemic and relational therapies. John specializes in working with young adults and their families and for the last half decade has been doing so at Pacific
Quest. Currently Dr. John is PQ’s Family Program Therapist where he continues to develop, facilitate, and research their two-day intensive Family Program
for Emerging Adults. When not working John loves to surf and share time with his wife and teenage daughter.
Mike Sullivan, LMHC, MA a Licensed Mental Health Counselor with 15 years’ experience working with youth and families. His fascination with the wild
and natural environment led him to pursue a career in wilderness therapy. Inspired by the power of outdoor therapy in the desert of Idaho, Mike went on to
earn his Masters in Psychology at Seattle University in 2009 and become a licensed clinician in his years as a Clinician at Pacific Quest. Mike maintains his
tenure with Pacific Quest in his current role- Alumni and Family Services Director.
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SESSION II

2:30 pm – 4:00 pm

Breakout #2: Kidd Island Bay
Hidden in Plain Sight: Women’s Camouflage of Autism
Presenter: Jillian Allen; Director of Staff Development – Brightstone Transitions
Synopsis:

The presentation Hidden in Plain Site: Women’s Camouflage of Autism explores the strategies that women with autism use to mask their social
deficits. This camouflaging allows women with autism to adapt to societal social pressures, however, can also lead to misdiagnosis and thus inadequate
support. This presentation describes the reasons why women use compensatory strategies, how to identify these strategies, and how to provide appropriate
support.

Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Better identify gender bias in diagnosis.
Recognize signs of camouflaging in women.
Help provide appropriate support.

Bio:

Jillian Allen serves as the Director of Staff Development of Brightstone Transitions. She obtained a bachelor’s degree from Salve Regina University in
Secondary Education. Jillian is currently working to obtain her master’s degree in human service administration from Bellevue University. Jillian began
her career working in therapeutic boarding schools, where she found a passion for working with those diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD).
After finding her passion, she then focused her efforts on becoming a Behavior Specialist where she helped middle and high school students improve their
behavior in the school setting. While serving as Behavior Specialist Jillian provided direct intervention, created school safety protocols, and served as the
Nonviolent Crisis Prevention Intervention trainer. Jillian has also provided in-home supports to clients and families as a Case Manager and Supervisor with
Boys Town of South Florida. While at Boys Town, she advocated for services for clients within their communities and provided parent support and training.
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SESSION II

2:30 pm – 4:00 pm

Breakout #3: Bay 2
Why Mattering Matters
Co-Presenter: Danny Recio, PhD; Program Director/Co-Founder – The Bridge ~ Costa Rica
Co-Presenter: Daniel Acuna, Therapist – The Bridge ~ Costa Rica
Synopsis:

When we think of the young adults we work with, how important is “mattering” to them? In other words, how much are they focused on making a difference in the world around them? How much are we facilitating the development of internal resources so they can be relied upon to satisfy other people’s
needs and not just their own? Mattering is the degree to which we are focused on making a difference in the world around us, and as a result how significant we feel to others. This concept has only emerged in recent decades in the social sciences, but already numerous studies have strongly correlated it to
the development of resilience, and to the reduction of depression, anxiety, and avoidance. For young adults, mattering appears to be of utmost importance,
as the world seems to need them increasingly less, because of the automatized, anonymous, and objectifying ways it appears to be moving towards.
In this presentation we take a deep look at the importance of mattering in young adults’ transition to adult life. We ask ourselves how we can overcome
the paradox of providing support without removing agency and citizenship; how we fight the uphill battle against confusing fleeting attention from others
and superficial belonging, with being important to others and relied upon. We wish to collaborate openly with the audience to look at our blind spots in
perpetuating lack of mattering in our youth and ways we can enhance it in our programs.

Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
		

Understanding the concept of mattering, its different dimensions, and its implications to mental health.
Recognizing the “big picture” of the historical and social context that makes mattering an urgent area of attention for young adults.
Learning different concrete practices that may increase the sense of mattering on our clients.
Experiencing a sense of mattering during the presentation itself, by having openly and selflessly shared experiences and wisdom that others 		
may use to provide a better growth opportunity to their clients.

Bios:

Danny Recio, Ph.D. is cofounder of several programs dedicated to adolescent and young adult development, including The Bridge Young Adult Gap
Community in Costa Rica. Danny holds a master’s degree in Psychology and a doctorate in Integrated Ecology. His clinical and program development work
is characterized by bringing knowledge and practices from outside the realm of Psychology such as Ecology, Constructivism, Systems Thinking, Cybernetics,
Evolutionary Anthropology and Neuroscience.
Daniel Acuna is a Costa Rican psychologist whose calling is to work with at risk youth. He is particularly passionate about young adult development and
gets to infuse this passion into his work as a therapist at The Bridge - Costa Rica. He likes integrating the wisdom of Cognitive Behavioral Psychology (CBT),
Humanistic Psychology, Philosophy and Neuroscience.
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SESSION II

2:30 pm – 4:00 pm

Breakout #4: Bay 1A & 1B
Are We Keeping Up? A research-based measuring stick for evaluating program relevance
Presenter: Clark Hammond, PhD, LMFT; Executive/Clinical Director - STRiV
Synopsis:

Young adult programs facilitate or in some way support the journey toward independence for their young adult clients. Therefore, it is critical that our programmatic and therapeutic strategies align with current research on today’s young adults.
Top scholars on young adult development and success strive to make sense of the emerging and unique challenges young adults face today. For example,
the MIT Young Adult Development Project was formed to gather and disseminate new research about young adulthood, and to make new insights available to those that need them (like young adult programs). The Consortium on School Research at the University of Chicago was tasked to identify keys to
young adult success, and develop a framework of foundational concepts for young adult development. Both of these research teams performed exhaustive
reviews of hundreds of articles – from classic developmental theories, to the latest empirical studies – and have fueled ongoing research.
The growing trend toward more complex challenges begs the question, “Are we keeping up?” In the spirit of collaboration and continuous improvement, this presentation provides a relevant overview of the findings and recommendations in the research. It highlights the current understanding and
frameworks applicable to young adult programs, hopefully providing either one of two results: 1) to provide researched-based evidence that a program’s
approach is in line with the needs and realities of today’s young adult; or 2) highlight areas where we can evolve to get up to speed in addressing these
issues to increase our effectiveness.

Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
		
3.

Attendees will become familiar with some of the current research on the unique issues impacting today’s emerging adults.
Attendees will become familiar with a practical framework for understanding the key elements of young adult success and facilitating the work 		
toward its attainment.
Attendees will participate in a collaborative process for exploring strategies on how to incorporate relevant research into their programming.

Bio:

For nearly twenty years, Dr. Clark Hammond has been a part of some of the foremost wilderness and residential treatment programs in the nation, and
never tires of witness the transformative growth in others along the way. He’s observed that transformation from several key vantage points, including
that of primary therapist, clinical director, executive director, and various outreach responsibilities. He is currently the executive director and co-founder
of STRiV – a social/emotional support program for young adults navigating the road toward independence.
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SESSION III
9:00 am – 10:30 am

Breakout #1: Bay 2
Guiding Young Adults and Supporting Parents in the Process of Healthy Individuation:
Perspectives from an individual and parent therapist in the field

Co-Presenter: Edward “Bogie” Foden, MSW; Course Leader/Therapist – True North Wilderness Program
Co-Presenter: Peter Girz, LICSW/CADC; Parent Program Therapist – True North Wilderness Program
Synopsis:

The increase in young adults entering treatment has brought attention to the specific needs and challenges of this population during the process of
individuation and the path to independent living. As a frequent entry point for young adults, wilderness therapy provides a unique opportunity to assess,
intervene, and set these individuals and their families on a path of greater functioning, health, and self-advocacy. This session seeks to help unpack the
steps towards healthy individuation and separation from parents, provide clarity and strategies for guiding parents to effectively support in the process, and
facilitate a discussion surrounding the unique challenges and opportunities presented in the treatment of young adults.

Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Understanding individuation for young adults in treatment and how to prioritize goals in the intervention phase of primary treatment.
The importance of getting a complete picture: Intergenerational history, parenting style, trauma, and attachment.
Evaluating in real time, making sense of the assessment and intervention in looking at aftercare/YA transition programming.

Bios:

Edward “Bogie” Foden is a Course Leader and Therapist working with young adults at True North Wilderness Program in Waitsfield, Vermont. Bogie has
worked in NATSAP programs for the past seven years. He studied with Mike Gass, PhD and Anita Tucker, PhD at the University of New Hampshire, earning
a Master’s degree in outdoor education and social work. Bogie’s previous presentation topics include supporting young adults in transition out of primary
care, as well as the involvement of family in wilderness therapy.
Peter Girz is a licensed Clinical Social Worker and Certified Advanced Alcohol and Drug Counselor in both Vermont and Michigan. Peter received an undergraduate degree in Child Development and Family Studies from Purdue University and went on to obtain his MSW from the University of Michigan. He has
worked as a Parent Program Therapist with True North Wilderness Program for the past four years.
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Breakout #2: Bay 1A & 1B

SESSION III
9:00 am – 10:30 am

Mindful Transition:

Acknowledging and addressing the unique challenges of 18-year olds in young adult treatment programs
Presenter: Josh White, MA, LCMCH, CGP, WPA; Founder/Exec. Director – Red Mountain Sedona
Synopsis:

For better or for worse, turning 18 demarcates the legal shift to adulthood. Under optimal conditions 18-year-olds are on the precipice of dramatic change,
and understandably this transition is glorified as the zenith of one’s early life. However, when typical adolescent development is disturbed or otherwise
frozen, the 18th year of life can be fraught with even more turmoil than what is already anticipated. This presentation will explore the 18-year-old age
group as separate from the larger young adult population, and will assist participants as they work to better serve the youngest students on the young adult
spectrum.

Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
3.

Summarize some of the emotional, cognitive, and behavioral differences between 18-year-olds and older young adults.
Examine the challenges that young adult transition programs face when working with 18-year-old students.
Collaborate with the presenter and each other to identify treatment methods and program protocols for supporting 18-year-olds.

Bio: Josh White, MA, LCMHC, CGP, WPA, earned his Master’s Degree from Naropa University, the nation’s premier mindfulness-based therapeutic

institution. He is a renowned Zen teacher and pioneer in the emerging field of mindfulness-based Young Adult treatment. A martial arts expert and
licensed therapist, Josh is also Founder and Executive Director of Red Mountain Sedona, where he draws on his decades of training in Eastern philosophy
and cutting-edge clinical modalities to help clients achieve their full potential. Prior to the founding of Red Mountain, Josh served as a Program Director,
Clinical Director, and Executive Director in top treatment programs for adolescents and young adults, gathering a wealth of experience which now guides
the philosophy and day-to-day operations of Red Mountain.
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SESSION III
9:00 am – 10:30 am

Breakout #3: Casco Bay/Kidd Island Bay
A Loaded Question: What is addiction?
Co-Presenter: Hannah Mariotti, MA, LCMHC; Educational Consultant – Beacon Coaching & Consulting
Co-Presenter: Alex Zemeckis, MA; Owner/Founder – The Grounds
Synopsis:

Despite daily news coverage and conversations about it, the definition of addiction remains elusive and its meaning shifts. Stigma and misunderstanding around the word are enduring and impactful. Some theories have framed addiction as a disease, as a genetic legacy, and even more disturbingly, as
moral weakness. Considering the particular challenges faced by today’s young adults, single theme models do not offer a comprehensive understanding
of problematic substance use. It is important to consider the definition, theories, and language used to describe health-threatening conditions such as
those involving drugs and alcohol, especially since research shows that the clinical effectiveness of treatments for these issues can be impacted by the
terminology used to describe them. As clinicians, consultants, and providers in the continuum of care, we are professionally obligated to have a broad understanding of the complicated dynamics around the definition of addiction. By strengthening our knowledge base, we can better support the treatment
and recovery process for our young adult clients and their families. This workshop will challenge participants to consider their personal and professional
definitions of addiction while providing them with a foundational understanding of the current theories of how problematic substance use develops at this
critical stage in human development.

Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
		
3.

Participants will understand how the language used to describe problematic substance use can impact perception and treatment trajectory.
Participants will learn about various theories, in addition to the Disease Model, that can be used to describe conditions related to problematic 		
drug and alcohol use and addiction.
Participants will gain knowledge related to the current research about the young adult population and problematic substance use.

Bios:

Hannah Mariotti is an Educational Consultant with Beacon Coaching and Consulting. A veteran educator and a mental health counselor with over 20
years of experience. She has held positions in schools, hospitals, health services, and private practice, and has worked in both traditional independent and
therapeutic schools serving students from K-12. Her areas of expertise include: applied neuroscience, anxiety/depression, attachment and trauma, social/
emotional learning, mindfulness, growth mindset, and addiction. She is an instructor with the University of New Hampshire Professional Development and
Training Department. An avid runner, she lives on the NH Seacoast with her family.
For almost a decade, Alex Zemeckis has worked in the addiction treatment and mental health communities helping young adults find new ways to live.
Alex’s earned a Bachelor of Arts degree from San Diego State University and a Master’s Degree in Spiritual Psychology at the University of Santa Monica.
Throughout his career, Alex has worked in various direct care and administrative roles including sober coaching and companion work, admissions, business
development and outreach, and as a residential mentor for a prominent treatment program in Colorado. In 2013, Alex launched The Grounds Recovery in
San Diego putting into action the skills and lessons he learned throughout his own personal and professional journey.
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SESSION IV

11:00 am – 12:30 pm

Breakout #1: Bay 1A & 1B
Adolescent Substance Use in Today’s Society: Implications for leadership, practice, and care
Presenter: Danielle Treiber, PhD; Head of Science Department – Spring Ridge Academy
Synopsis:

The purpose of this presentation is to share research on how adolescents with substance use disorders achieve identity formation and construct self-concept in the midst of today’s drug culture and society. The research provides empirical evidence that adolescents in this situation form a pseudo-identity to
achieve a sense of belonging that has pervaded their existence due to familial, social, and cultural factors. This pseudo-identity is reinforced by acceptance
into drug-seeking and substance-using groups, as well as by leadership and practices in treatment, therapy, healthcare, criminal justice, and other macro
forces. Working together in a collaborative way across sectors to create allyship with youth and true democratic relationships between adults and child are
essential in the overall well-being and future success of young people in transition. Participants will leave with practical applications for leadership, practice,
and care.

Learning Objectives:
1.
		
2.
		
3.
		

Receive a systemic understanding of the conditions that reinforce the use of the druggie identity as an adaptation to the world around 			
the youth and how transitory periods are especially difficult to navigate with this pseudo-identity.
Understand the role of belonging and impact of relationships on the ability for youth to find autonomy, agency, and a consolidated 			
sense of self.
Discover the process of identity formation in the midst of development of substance dependent youth and practices to promote
navigation of self and a fully recovered self.

Bio:

Dr. Treiber is a recent graduate from Antioch University with a master’s and doctorate in Leadership and Change. She is a long-time educator with a background of formal and informal teaching and curriculum development in traditional and non-traditional settings. After completing her research, she started
a non-profit and podcast to start addressing the systemic changes that need to be seen with our adolescents struggling with substance dependence.
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SESSION IV

11:00 am – 12:30 pm

Breakout #2: Bay 2
Climate Anxiety/Grief in Emerging Adults
Co-Presenter: Tomas Amodio, MBA, Executive Director – College Excel
Co-Presenter: Nathaniel Millard, PhD, Assessment Coordinator – First-Year Experience Program,
California State University Chico
Synopsis:

Climate change is a reality with harsh consequences for our emerging adults looking to the future, trying to make decisions about their careers, thinking
about their long-term dreams, families, homes, travel, and retirement, and wondering what the future might hold. We are beginning to enter a place where
the younger generation will have a more difficult time than the previous generation. More large-scale climate disasters are upon us, wildfires with huge
disastrous consequences, increased hurricane activity, long term droughts, sea level rise, and more. We are watching, with fear and anxiety, an earth in peril
and leaders not willing, or unable, to make decisions to change the course. As we already know, large scale social movement are led by the youth. Are we
preparing our youth for this future? Do they feel empowered? Are they frozen with anxiety, stricken with grief, depressed about the future? Our presentation
will show our findings of our students, and present some ideas of how we are trying to move forward and empower students to action. With examples from
both public and private educational institutions, we will highlight current research about climate grief, look at trends around the world, and then look at
how people are coping, healing, and empowering people into action.

Learning Objectives:
1.
2.
		
3.
		

Participants will be leave with a working knowledge of what is Climate Anxiety/Grief.
Participants will have the opportunity to learn non-clinical approaches to addressing Climate Anxiety/Greif in young adults, with the primary 		
focus on coaching methods.
Participants will have the opportunity to learn about the research in Climate Anxiety/Grief, participate in and compare their responses to that of a 		
research sample, and understand the emerging/forecasted trends within the topic of study.

Bios:

Tomas Amodio earned his MBA through the Pinchot Programs at Presidio Graduate School and holds a Master’s Degree in Recreational Administration
where he completed his thesis on Expeditionary Style Learning and Self-Concept Change. Tomas has over 20 years of combined experience in leadership
education, change management, and creative facilitation. Most recently, as a consultant, coach, and trainer he directed programs for universities to improve
student outcomes by building stronger student support services and conducting needs and readiness assessments to enhance the student journey. He
discovered his passion for education during his tenure at the National Outdoor Leadership School where he led 30-90 day wilderness expeditions and
designed and delivered university courses on advanced leadership, communication, environmental resource management, judgment and decision
making. In addition to his background in education, Tomas helped create and operate a mental health clinic for trauma survivors and worked as a small
business development, sustainability, and planning consultant. Tomas spends the majority of his free time outside on the water, rafting, sailing, paddle
boarding, and swimming with his wife, daughters, and dog.
Nathaniel Miles Millard is the assessment coordinator for the First-Year Experience Program at California State University. He is also the Faculty chair for
the This Way to Sustainability Conference, and teaches courses in Sustainability, Resource Management, Environmental Rhetoric, and more. He has a PhD
in Human Dimensions of Ecosystem Science and Management from Utah State University. At Chico State, he works mostly with First Generation college
students to help them succeed in college and he works to create civic agency in his students around issues of environmental and social justice. He conducts
research on sustainability, place attachment, peer mentoring, and climate grief.
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SESSION IV

11:00 am – 12:30 pm

Breakout #3: Casco Bay/Kidd Island Bay
Improving College Readiness:
The need to move beyond GPA, SAT’s, and the boring college application essay
Co-Presenter: Joanna Lilley, MA, NCC; Therapeutic Consultant
Co-Presenter: Chris Blankenship, LCSW; Clinical Therapist – Open Sky Wilderness Therapy
Synopsis:

State Legislation around high school graduation requirements are still driving hard the notion of college and career readiness. Meanwhile the emotional
readiness of our young people, or lack thereof, is what is leading them to guaranteed failure during their initial exposure to higher education. In a world
where students are focused on re-taking SAT scores, applying to elite institutions in the double digits, tagging on additional cultural immersive activities
that will hopefully have them stand out in their college application, we have gaping holes in their development and readiness towards adulthood. Gone
are the days of Home Economics and teaching life skills that we know will provide a baseline for independence once they’re living on their own. Gone
are the days where adolescents have ample opportunity to fall and get back up again. We have a generation of individuals with little-to-no resilience,
problem-solving capabilities, and yet on paper they are the most book smart generation we have even seen.
In this presentation we’ll chat about these young adults we’re seeing show up in our programs. We’ll discuss the intention behind programming to help
raise up the emotional, mental, and social deficits of our academically talented clients. This presentation will not be without humor, candid language, and
sobering statistics around this struggling population who we are serving. Through audience engagement, we’ll discuss and digest the geographic, and
socioeconomic differences in our young adults as well. Bring your anecdotes and let’s get down to business!

Learning Objectives:
1.
		
2.
		
3.
		
4.
		

Session attendees will walk away having learned about statewide high school graduation requirements in an effort to understand the depth of 		
the academic pressures Generation Z is up against before even stepping foot on a college campus.
Session attendees will walk away having learned that there are significant differences in academic pressures depending on geography, which in 		
turn will also help program staff prepare themselves for the anticipated family expectations and communication around success in treatment.
Session attendees will walk away having learned about what other programs may be doing to intentionally grow the emotional and mental 		
health of our young adults, while having the opportunity to share details about their own program as well.
Session attendees will walk away having learned that Chris and Joanna are badasses when it comes to understanding the development of this 		
emerging adult population and you can call on us as a resource.

Bios:

Joanna Lilley is a Therapeutic Consultant who works with 17 ½+ year old young adults and their families during crisis and transition. She worked in
wilderness therapy, residential treatment, K-12, and Higher Education all before hanging her shingle as a Consultant.
Chris Blankenship is a licensed clinical social worker and therapist who works with 18-20 year olds at Open Sky Wilderness. He has also been a
classroom teacher, child welfare worker, and therapist for adolescents and families.
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YATA CONFERENCE 2019
Ramapo for Children’s
Staff Assistant Experience
A NEW IDEA IN TRANSITION

A year-round, residential transition-to-independence
program which helps young adults, ages 18-26, move
on to college and employment.
• Improve social skills by living with caring peer role models
• Work with job coaches
• Learn skills, habits and routines
• Develop and pursue educational and vocational goals
• Engage in recreational activities

845.876.8403
ramapoforchildren.org
SUMMER PROGRAMS • PARENT AND CAREGIVER WORKSHOPS •
YEAR-ROUND RETREATS • PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

NOTES
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PLATINUM C0-SPONSORS

WELCOME RECEPTION & REGISTRATION

elementstraverse.com

cascadecresttransitions.com

GOLD SPONSOR
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

onwardtransitions.com

GOLD SPONSORS

LAKE COEUR D’ALENE CRUISE – CONFERENCE WRAP-UP

fulsheartransition.com

brainreintegration.com

SILVER SPONSOR

ALL ATTENDEES LUNCH

redmountainsedona.com
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PARTNER SPONSORS
CEU SPONSOR & FIRESIDE CHAT

CONFERENCE TOTE BAGS

dragonflytransitions.com

benchmarktransitions.com

SUPPORTING SPONSORS
WATER BOTTLES

LANYARDS

trailsmomentum.com

turningwinds.com
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BESTNOTES:

MENNINGER:

For over 16 years, behavioral health centers have chosen BestNotes
for their electronic health records and customer relationship manager
database. With no upfront fees, month to month contracts, and
unlimited training and support, BestNotes users are committed to
taking their organization to the next level! BestNotes features include:
Efficient intakes, Intuitive treatment planning, Automatic updates to
documentation to meet accreditation guidelines, Outcome measures...
and much more! Proudly serving organizations throughout 48 states.
Contact us today: 855-489-1792 or visit bestnotes.com.

The Menninger Clinic, Houston, specializes in assessment and treatment
of adolescents, adults, and professionals in crisis with complex psychiatric
illness plus co-occurring addictions and other conditions. Inpatient,
community integration and traditional outpatient services are offered.
Programs integrates evidence-based and biopsychosocial therapies. The
Menninger ranks among America’s Best Hospitals in psychiatry for 30
consecutive years in U.S.News & World Report’s annual survey.
Learn more at menningerclinic.com or call 713.275.5400.

MOMENTUM RECOVERY:

BILL LANE & ASSOCIATES:

Since forming Bill Lane & Associates in 2005, we have safely transported
thousands of children, teens and adults to residential treatment
centers, wilderness programs, therapeutic boarding schools, and
hospitals throughout the country. At BL&A our goal is to provide a
safe, comfortable, and secure transition into treatment for both the
child or adult and the family. We view our work as a critical part of
the treatment process, since a positive transition reduces anxiety
and increases engagement, ensuring that treatment gets off to an
effective start. Our team can finalize a transportation plan very quickly
in emergency situations, with professionals located throughout the
country and employ both male and female agents with a variety of
backgrounds to better match the right agent with your client. Learn more
at billlaneandassociates.com or call 866-492-3400.

THE DORM:

Since 2009, The Dorm’s mission has been to guide young adults towards
independence through a full-service treatment community that offers
comprehensive day and evening services, partial residential treatment
and individualized life skills training. With two urban locations, one in
New York City, NY and one in Washington, D.C., The Dorm is committed
to supporting therapeutic endeavors and community building in the
environments where many young adults need to thrive and in the cities
they choose to call home. Learn more at thedorm.com or
call 877-909-3676.

THE GROUNDS:

The Grounds is a transitional living program for young adult men (18-30)
ready to create a sober life. The Grounds is based on the model used
by Founder, Alex Zemeckis during his personal journey from addiction
to recovery, while utilizing the abundant resources and opportunities
available in San Diego, California. The Grounds offers comprehensive
case management, intensive mentoring, 12 step immersion, financial
literacy, and individual and group therapy. Our strong vocational program
provides the independent living skills necessary for a successful transition
into a healthier lifestyle. We surf at The Grounds and outdoor activities are
a big part of our program. Combined with abundant recreation and work
experience, we follow the simple edict of “work hard, play hard” as both
a guiding principle and metaphor for a life in balance. Learn more at
thegroundsrecovery.com or call 805-698-1947.
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Momentum Recovery is a highly individualized extended care and sober
living program for young men. The program is built on the assumption
that connection is the antidote to addiction. In order to facilitate that
connection, we provide our residents with a continuum of care that
incorporates a myriad of services including: Ongoing outpatient therapy
with therapists that specialize in working with young adults; Ongoing
psychiatric and addiction medication management ; Personalized case
management,Involvement in the local recovery community; Family
programming; Adventure based therapy; Educational support; Financial
skills development; Vocational support ; Nutritional support.
Learn more at momentumrecovery.com or call 1-888-815-5502.

NEW VITAE WELLNESS & RECOVERY:

New Vitae Wellness and Recovery is focused on promoting hope, health,
and wellness through participation in our supportive communities. The
Young Adult Pathways program combines a progressive residential
support system with holistic behavioral health care services. Many of the
young adult service members attend school or maintain a local job while
growing their independent living skills (e.g. budgeting, personal care,
etc.) Strengths-based, person-centered, and recovery-modeled supports
are the cornerstones of our program. Learn more at NewVitaeWellness.
com or call 610-928-5220.

STEPHEN’S PLACE:

Stephen’s Place is a supportive independent apartment community
located in Vancouver, Washington designed for adults with intellectual
and developmental disabilities so they may live a fulfilled life with
meaning and dignity. We offer extensive programming, job coaching,
positive social interaction, fitness and nutrition, work and volunteer
opportunities and many more activities and support to help foster pride,
integrity and independence for each resident. Our unique approach is to
create a safe, active and healthy environment that is rich in community
interaction and family involvement. We are committed to providing a
beautiful space for our residents to thrive independently but also as
contributing, productive members of the greater community.
Learn more at stephensplace.org or call 360-984-3600

SYMMETRY NEURO-PATHWAY TRAINING:

SYMMETRY Neuro-PT offers the industry’s most user-friendly
neurofeedback services and systems for Individuals, Professionals and
Facilities to gain Results, Revenue and Reputations you’ll be excited
about. We offer affordable @Home Plans for individuals to train in the
convenience of home with remote supervision and guidance to full
service contracts for schools and programs to have us provide Neuro-PT
on site for their clients. Learn more at symmetryneuropt.com or call
844-272-4666.

YOUNG ADULT TRANSITIONAL PROGRAM

“Helping young adults climb their mountain”

EMPOWERING YOUNG ADULTS
AND THEIR FAMILIES
8 66-3 57- 6357 • ca s c a d e c r e s ttr a n s itio n s .c om

Offering the most effective
and engaging treatment for
young adults in the outdoors.

elementstraverse.com

THE NATION’S LEADING
RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE
SUPPORT PROGRAM
College Excel is a comprehensive, residential, coaching-based
college support program located in Bend, Oregon. Our team of
certiﬁed coaches, learning specialists, professors and
wellness experts provide students with the daily
structure, support, and guidance they need to succeed
academically and personally while students earn college
credits.

From our team to yours…
Thank you for the hard work and
dedication in helping young adults

www.collegeexcel.com

541-388-3043
info@collegeexcel.com

